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US History II
Unit Title: Roaring Twenties Unit Number: 1

Desired Outcomes
Standards:

● 6.1.12.EconNE.6.a: Analyze the impact of money, investment, credit, savings, debt, and financial institutions
on the development of the nation and the  lives of
individuals.                                                                                                    

● 6.1.12.CivicsHR.8.a: Analyze primary and secondary sources to explain how social intolerance, xenophobia,
and fear of anarchism led to restrictive immigration and refugee laws, and the violation of the human rights of
individuals and groups.***

● 6.1.12.EconET.8.a: Relate social, cultural, and technological changes in the interwar period to the rise of a
consumer economy and the changing role and status of women.

● 6.1.12.EconNM.8.a: Analyze the push-pull factors that led to the Great Migration.*
● 6.1.12.HistoryCC.8.a: Make evidence-based inferences to explain why the Great Migration led to heightened

racial tensions, restrictive laws, a rise in repressive organizations, and an increase in violence.*
● 6.1.12.History CC.8.b: Relate government policies to the prosperity of the country during the 1920s and

determine the impact of these policies on business and the consumer                                                                     
● 6.1.12.HistoryCC.8.c: Identify the conditions that gave rise to the Harlem Renaissance and assess the impact of

artists, writers, and musicians on American culture.*
              

Established Goals:



● Relate government policies to the prosperity of the country during the 1920s, and determine the impact of
these policies on business and the consumer.                                                                                                            

● Compare and contrast the global marketing practices of United States factories and farms with American
public opinion and government policies that favored isolationism.                                                  

● Relate social intolerance, xenophobia, and fear of anarchists to government policies restricting immigration,
advocacy, and labor organizations.***

● Determine the impact of the expansion of agricultural production into marginal farmlands and other
ineffective agricultural practices on people and the environment.                                            

● Analyze the push-pull factors that led to the Great Migration.*                             
● Relate social, cultural, and technological changes in the interwar period to the rise of a consumer economy

and the changing role and status of women.                                                                                                                  
● Explain why the Great Migration led to heightened racial tensions, restrictive laws, a rise in repressive

organizations, and an increase in violence.*                                                                                                 
● Assess the impact of artists, writers, and musicians of the 1920s, including the Harlem Renaissance, on

American culture and values.*

Enduring Understandings:

● Immigration policies and migration policies are
shaped by social, economic, and political influences.

● The Harlem Renaissance gave African American
artists, writers, and musicians control over the
African American experience.*

● The changes in technology and consumer products
led to an increased use and dependency on credit
and an increase in leisure time activities.

Essential Questions:

● What shapes immigration policies and
migration patterns?

● How did the leaders at the time advance social
progress for African Americans?*

● How does technology affect society, and vice
versa?

● How does life affect art and society, and vice
versa?

● How does the Harlem Renaissance reflect the
African-American experience?*

Students will Know:

● How government policies impacted the prosperity of the 1920s.
● What the push and pull factors were that led to the Great Migration.
● That social, cultural, and technological changes led to the rise of the consumer economy.
● The impact of the Harlem Renaissance on art, literature, music, etc.

Students will be able to:



● Analyze primary source documents from the Harlem Renaissance.*
● Compare and contrast immigration patterns and the push and pull factors of the Great Migration.*
● Analyze the reasons for the growth of the consumer economy.
● Discuss the changing role of women during the 1920s.

Assessment Evidence
Performance Tasks:

● Unit Exam
● Quizz(es)
● Group assignment/Project
● Written responses
● Primary Source Analysis

Other Evidence:

● Oral presentations
● Grouped readings and reports
● Homework
● Graphic Organizers
● Online skeleton notes

Learning Plan
Learning Activities:

● Simulations to demonstrate concepts (assembly line)
● Dark Side v. Light Side of 1920s Project
● Venn Diagrams for immigration patterns
● Timeline for the Great Migration*
● Dating Profile comparing Booker T. Washington and W.E.B. Dubois and Marcus Garvey*
● Compare and contrast “I Too, Sing America” by Langston Hughes with “If We Must Die” by Claude McKay.

(Primary source analysis)*
● Ella Fitzgerald Wins Amateur Night at the Apollo (Secondary source analysis)*
● Harlem Renaissance Art Stations (Aaron Douglas, Lois Mailou Jones, Jacob Lawrence) *
● Analyze Tulsa Race Massacre and compare with other similar events in American History (Wilmington

insurrection, lynchings, etc)*
● Create and perform skits involving the interactions of 1920s figures (Al Capone, Babe Ruth, Zelda Sayre

Fitzgerald, etc)



Accommodations

Special Education/ 504/ At Risk Students

Accommodations & Modifications:

● Extra time on assignments

● Graphic organizers

● Note taking assistance

● Provide study guides

ELL:

● Visual representations

● Preview vocabulary

● Sentence frames

Related Standards

Interdisciplinary connections and examples

● RH.9-10.3. Analyze in detail a series of events described in a text; draw connections between the events, to

determine whether earlier events caused later ones or simply preceded them.

Example: Students can read an excerpt about the Great Migration and detail the events in a timeline.  Students

can use their prior knowledge to determine the causes of the migration.*

Integration of technology and examples

● 8.1.12.F.1 Evaluate the strengths and limitations of emerging technologies and their impact on educational,

career, personal and or social needs

Example: Students can compare the changing consumer technologies of the 1920s to the emerging

technologies today and determine the positive and negative impacts of both.

Career ready practices and examples

● CRP12. Work productively in teams while using cultural global competence

Example: Students can work in teams to create a solution to the growing use of credit during the 1920s in an

attempt to keep the Stock Market from crashing.



Social Emotional Learning

Social Awareness

Example: Students can recognize and identify the thoughts, feelings and perspectives of others by analyzing

primary sources from the Harlem Renaissance and discussing the various perspectives of individuals

throughout the 1920s.*

Culturally Relevant & LGBTQ Learning and Enrichment

Culturally relevant connections and examples:

● Voting Rights

LGBTQ connections and examples:

Enrichment opportunities:

● Allow Choice

● Independent Learning Activities

US History II
Unit Title: Great Depression and New Deal Unit Number: 2

Desired Outcomes
Standards:

● 6.1.12.GeoHE.9.a: Determine how agricultural practices, overproduction, and the Dust Bowl intensified the
worsening economic situation during the Great
Depression.                                                                                                                     

● 6.1.12.EconNE.9.a: Explain how economic indicators are used to evaluate the health of the economy (i.e., gross
domestic product, the consumer price index, the national debt, and the trade deficit).

● 6.1.12.EconNE.9.b: Compare and contrast the causes and outcomes of the stock market crash in 1929 with
other periods of economic instability.                                                                                

● 6.1.12.EconNE.9.c: Explain how government can adjust taxes, interest rates, and spending and use other
policies to restore the country’s economic health.

● 6.1.12.EconNE.9.d: Explain the interdependence of various parts of a market economy (i.e., private enterprise,
government programs, and the Federal Reserve System).                                                                               

● 6.1.12.A.9.a: Analyze how the actions and policies of the United States government contributed to the Great
Depression.          



● 6.1.12.HistoryCA.9.a: Explore the global context of the Great Depression and the reasons for the worldwide
economic collapse.                           

● 6.1.12.HistoryUP.9.a: Analyze the impact of the Great Depression on the American family and ethnic and racial
minorities.                                                                                                         

● 6.1.12.CivicsPR.10.a: Analyze how the Supreme Court has interpreted the Constitution to define and expand
individual rights and use evidence to document the long-term impact of these decisions on the protection of
civil and human rights.

● 6.1.12.CivicsPR.10.b: Assess the effectiveness of governmental policies enacted during the New Deal period in
protecting the welfare of individuals (i.e., FDIC, NLRB, and Social
Security).                                                                                                                

● 6.1.12.GeoHE.10.a: Use primary and secondary sources to explain the effectiveness of New Deal programs
designed to protect the environment.

● 6.1.12.EconEM.10.a: Construct a claim that evaluates short- and long-term impact of the expanded role of
government on economic policy, capitalism, and society.                                                                         

● 6.1.12.EconoNM.10.a: Evaluate the effectiveness of economic regulations and standards established during
this time period in combating the Great Depression.

● 6.1.12.EconoNM.10.b: Compare and contrast the economic ideologies of the two major political parties
regarding the role of government during the New Deal and today.                                       

● 6.1.12.HistoryCA.10.a: Explain how Franklin Roosevelt and other key individuals, including minorities and
women, shaped the core ideologies and policies of the New Deal (i.e., Mary McLeod Bethune, Frances Perkins,
and Eleanor Roosevelt).*

● 6.1.12.HistoryCA.10.b: Use a variety of sources from multiple perspectives to determine the extent to which
New Deal public works and arts programs impacted New Jersey, the nation, and the environment.

● 6.1.12.HistoryCA.10.c: Analyze how other nations responded to the Great Depression.    

Established Goals:

● Analyze how the actions and policies of the United States government contributed to the Great Depression.
● Determine how agricultural practices, overproduction, and the Dust Bowl intensified the worsening economic

situation during the Great Depression.                                                                            
● Explain how government can adjust taxes, interest rates, and spending and use other policies to restore the

country’s economic health.
● Explain how economic indicators (i.e., gross domestic product, the consumer index, the national debt, and the

trade deficit) are used to evaluate the health of the economy.                                                    
● Explain the interdependence of various parts of a market economy.                                        



● Compare and contrast the causes and outcomes of the stock market crash in 1929 and other periods of
economic instability.                                                                                                                  

● Explore the global context of the Great Depression and the reasons for the worldwide economic collapse.
● Analyze the impact of the Great Depression on the American family, migratory groups, and ethnic and racial

minorities.*, ***
● Explain how and why conflict developed between the Supreme Court and other branches of government over

aspects of the New Deal.                                                                                         
● Assess the effectiveness of governmental policies enacted during the New Deal period (i.e., the FDIC, NLRB,

and Social Security) in protecting the welfare of individuals.                     
● Evaluate the short- and long-term impact of the expanded role of government on economic policy, capitalism,

and society.
● Assess the effectiveness of New Deal programs designed to protect the environment.
● Evaluate the effectiveness of economic regulations and standards established during this time period in

combating the Great Depression.            
● Compare and contrast the economic ideologies of the two major political parties regarding the role of

government during the New Deal and today.
● Analyze how other nations responded to the Great Depression.
● Compare and contrast the leadership abilities of Franklin Delano Roosevelt and those of past and recent

presidents.                                                               
● Explain how key individuals, including minorities and women (i.e., Eleanor Roosevelt and Frances Perkins),

shaped the core ideologies and policies of the New Deal.*
● Determine the extent to which New Deal public works and arts programs impacted New Jersey and the nation.

  

Enduring Understandings:

● The Great Depression was the result of political and
economic shortcomings.

● There have been many economic downfalls in American
history, but the Great Depression is the worst.

● The Great Depression affected Americans in every race,
class, and gender in different ways.*, ***

● The New Deal changed the role of government in
American history and expanded its power.

Essential Questions:

● What are the causes and effects of a decline
in the economy?

● How does history repeat itself?
● How do you indicate the health of an

economy?
● Did the Great Depression affect everyone

equally?
● How can the government affect the

economy?
● What is the role of government?



● How can individuals achieve change?

Students will Know:

● The causes of the Great Depression.
● The Great Depression was part of a global depression and was the worst economic disaster in US history.
● The impact of the Stock Market failing and economic key terms.
● The effects of the Great Depression.
● Government’s role in regulating the economy.
● How the government intervened to aid during the Great Depression and the New Deal Programs that were

created.
● How many groups were impacted by the New Programs including African Americas, Native Americans,

Mexican Americans, and Women. *
● How individuals impacted change during the Great Depression.
● The long term effects of the New Deal.

Students will be able to:

● Compare various economic disasters throughout history.
● Analyze the changing role of government during the New Deal
● Compare and contrast New Deal programs and their impact on various groups.
● Determine the lasting legacy of the New Deal programs.

Assessment Evidence
Performance Tasks:

● Unit Exam
● Quizz(es)
● Group assignment/Project
● Written responses
● Primary Source Analysis
● Stock Market Game
● Essays/DBQs (Was the New Deal effective? How did it

change the role of the Federal Government?)

Other Evidence:

● Oral presentations
● Grouped readings and reports
● Homework
● Graphic Organizers
● Online skeleton notes

Learning Plan



Learning Activities:

● Simulations to demonstrate concepts (Stock Market Game)
● Evaluate oral histories of individuals from the Great Depression
● Learning stations to evaluate the effectiveness of New Deal Programs
● Analysis of a Court Packing Political Cartoon
● Read and analyze primary sources from multiple perspectives
● Create a board game demonstrating effectiveness of New Deal Programs.
● Write a letter to the President explaining how to “fix” the Great Depression
● “A Negro in the CCC” Primary Source Analysis*
● Comparison charts/venn diagrams of causes of Great Depression and other economic downturns in history

(e.g. Great Recession)

Accommodations

Special Education/ 504/ At Risk Students

Accommodations & Modifications:

● Extra time on assignments

● Graphic organizers

● Note taking assistance

● Provide study guides

ELL:

● Visual representations

● Preview vocabulary

● Sentence frames

Related Standards



Interdisciplinary connections and examples

● RH.9-10.6. Compare the point of view of two or more authors in regards to how they treat the same or similar

topics, including which details they include and emphasize in their respective accounts.

Example: Students can compare and contrast how Herbert Hoover and Franklin Roosevelt believed the

government should handle the Great Depression and how their actions impacted the nation.

Integration of technology and examples

● 8.1.12.A.3 Collaborate in online courses, learning communities, social networks or virtual worlds to discuss a

resolution to a problem or issue

Example: Students can use various digital formats to discuss and debate the most efficient way to revive the

economy during the Great Depression or to determine the effectiveness of the New Deal.

Career ready practices and examples

● CRP5. Consider the environmental, social and economic impacts of decisions

Example: Students can use their knowledge of the New Deal Programs and determine their impact on the

environment, on various groups of people, and how they affected the economy.

Social Emotional Learning

● Relationship Skills

Example: Students can work in small groups to create their own New Deal Program. Students will need to

collaborate and encourage their group members as they work to solve the problem of the Great Depression.

Culturally Relevant & LGBTQ Learning and Enrichment

Culturally relevant connections and examples:

● Supreme Court Packing

● Economic Depressions/Recessions and

rebuilding

LGBTQ connections and examples:

●

Enrichment opportunities:

● Independent Learning Projects

● Work in intellectually stimulating groups



US History II
Unit Title: World War II Unit Number: 3

Desired Outcomes
Standards:

● 6.1.12.HistoryCA.7.c: Evaluate the American government's response to the rise of authoritarian regimes
between the world wars and compare that response to the rise of a modern authoritarian regime (e.g., North
Korea, Venezuela, Syria, China, Iran).

● 6.1.12.HistoryUP.7.a: Analyze the Treaty of Versailles and the League of Nations from the perspectives of
different countries.

● 6.1.12.CivicsDP.11.a: Use a variety of sources to determine if American policies towards the Japanese during
WWII were a denial of civil rights.***

● 6.1.12.CivicsHR.11.a: Assess the responses of the United States and other nations to the violation of human
rights that occurred during the Holocaust and other genocides.**

● 6.1.12.CivicsHR.11.b: Explain the reasons for the creation of the United Nations, the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights, and evaluate the effectiveness of United Nations' human rights policies and the commitment of
the United States to them.**

● 6.1.12.EconET.11.a: Evaluate the shift in economic resources from the production of domestic to military goods
during World War II in terms of opportunity costs and trade-offs and analyze the impact of the post-war shift
back to domestic production.

● 6.1.12.EconNM.11.a: Analyze how scientific advancements, including advancements in agricultural technology,
impacted the national and global economies and daily life.

● 6.1.12.HistoryCC.11.a: Assess the impact of the arms race and the proliferation of nuclear weapons on world
power, security, and national foreign policy.

● 6.1.12.HistoryCA.11.a: Evaluate the role of New Jersey (i.e., defense industries, Seabrook Farms, military
installations, and Battleship New Jersey) and prominent New Jersey citizens (i.e., Albert Einstein) in World War
II.

● 6.1.12.HistoryCA.11.b: Evaluate the effectiveness of international agreements following World War I in
preventing international disputes (e.g., League of Nations, Treaty of Versailles, Washington Naval Conference,
Kellogg-Briand Pact).



● 6.1.12.History CC.11.b: Analyze the roles of various alliances among nations and their leaders in the conduct and
outcomes of the World War II.

● 6.1.12.HistoryCC.11.c: Explain why women, African Americans, Native Americans, Asian Americans, and other
minority groups often expressed a strong sense of nationalism despite the discrimination they experienced in
the military and workforce.*, ***

● 6.1.12.HistoryCC.11.d: Compare the varying perspectives of victims, survivors, bystanders, rescuers, and
perpetrators during the Holocaust.**

Established Goals:

● Compare and contrast different perspectives about how the United States should respond to aggressive policies
and actions taken by other nations at this time.

● Assess the responses of the United States and other nations to the violation of human rights that occurred
during the Holocaust and other genocides.**

● Evaluate the effectiveness of the checks and balances system in preventing one branch of national government
from usurping too much power during contemporary times.

● Evaluate the role of diplomacy in developing peaceful relations, alliances, and global agreements with other
nations.

● Analyze the Treaty of Versailles and the League of Nations from the perspectives of different countries.
● Explain the role that geography played in the development of military strategies and weaponry in World War II.
● Explain how global competition by nations for land and resources led to increased militarism.
● Evaluate the shift in economic resources from the production of domestic to military goods during World War II

in terms of opportunity costs and trade-offs, and analyze the impact of the post-war shift back to domestic
production.

● Relate new wartime inventions to scientific and technological advancements in the civilian world.
● Analyze how scientific advancements impacted the national and global economies and daily life.
● Compare and contrast the leadership abilities of Franklin Delano Roosevelt and those of past and recent

presidents.
● Analyze the roles of various alliances among nations and their leaders in the conduct and outcomes of World

War II.
● Explain why women, African Americans, Native Americans, Asian Americans, and other minority groups often

expressed a strong sense of nationalism despite the discrimination they experienced in the military and
workforce.*, ***

● Compare the varying perspectives of victims, survivors, bystanders, rescuers, and perpetrators during the
Holocaust.**



● Explain how World War II and the Holocaust led to the creation of international organizations (i.e., the United
Nations) to protect human rights, and describe the subsequent impact of these organizations.**

● Relate the changing role of women in the labor force to changes in family structure.
● Explain how global competition by nations for land and resources led to increased militarism.
● Relate new wartime inventions to scientific and technological advancements in the civilian world.
● Evaluate the economic, political, and social impact of new and emerging technologies on individuals and

nations.
● Explain how World War II and the Holocaust led to the creation of international organizations (i.e., the United

Nations) to protect human rights, and describe the subsequent impact of these organizations.**
● Determine the relationship between United States domestic and foreign policies.
● Compare the perspectives of other nations and the United States regarding United States foreign policy.

Enduring Understandings:

● Evidence from multiple relevant historical
sources and interpretations can be used to
develop a reasoned argument about the past.

● To better understand the historical
perspective, one must consider historical
context.

● Social and political systems throughout time
have promoted and denied civic virtues and
democratic principles.

● Governments around the world support
universal human rights to varying degrees.

● Economic ways of thinking are influenced by
economists, economic theories, and economic
laws (e.g., Smith, Malthus, Ricardo, Marx,
Schumpeter, Keynes, Friedman).

Essential Questions:

● What conditions led to people embracing
totalitarianism?

● What actions did the dictators of the world take
to start the war?

● How was WWII fought?
● Why did the Allies win WWII?



● Advancements in technology and investments
in capital goods and human capital increase
economic growth and standards of living.

● There are multiple and complex causes and
effects of historical events.

Students will Know:

● The conditions that fomented the rise of totalitarianism in the 1920s and 1930s.
● The interventionists versus isolationist arguments that kept the US from joining the war in 1939.
● How the US retooled its economy and homefront for the biggest war mobilization in the history of the

world.
● How the Holocaust started in increments.**
● The major battles of the war (including the turning points) that led to the Allies’ victory.

Students will be able to:

● Analyze the conditions in Europe after WWI (including the Treaty of Versailles) that led to nations
embracing hard-line totalitarians.

● Compare and contrast the arguments of the isolationists and interventionists of the US circa 1939.
● Evaluate the massive changes in the American economy to create the largest war machine in history.
● Trace the origins of the Holocaust from the Nuremberg Laws to the Final Solution.**
● Analyze the major battles of WWII and discuss the ramifications of each.

Assessment Evidence
Performance Tasks:

● Unit Exam
● Quizz(es)
● Group assignment/Project
● Written responses
● Primary Source Analysis

Other Evidence:

● Oral presentations
● Grouped readings and reports
● Homework
● Graphic Organizers
● Online skeleton notes



Learning Plan
Learning Activities:

● Review primary and secondary sources to learn of the experiences of children and teens in World War II
internment
camps. (http://www.smithsonianeducation.org/educators/lesson_plans/ja_internment/index.html)***

● Timelines for WWII battles
● Atomic Bomb Socratic Seminar/Debate
● Discussion/comparison of minority contributions in WW2 (Tuskegee Airmen, Navajo Code Talkers, etc)*,

***
● Analysis of WW2 propaganda, including focus on use of ethos, pathos, logos
● Causes of genocide/atrocities Socratic Seminar (including discussion of Milgram and Stanford Prison

experiments)**
● Short film (secondary source analysis) of “The Fallen of WWII”
● Primary Sources from politicians contrasting the interventionist and isolationist positions
● Map work of American companies and their output during WWII

Special Education/ 504/ At Risk Students

Accommodations & Modifications:

● Extra time on assignments

● Graphic organizers

● Note taking assistance

● Provide study guides

ELL:

● Visual representations

● Preview vocabulary

● Sentence frames

Performance Tasks:

**Compare/contrast Western and Eastern bloc
countries in political, social, and economic structures
*Mapping NATO and Warsaw Pact nations

Other Evidence:

● Tests/Quizzes
● Written activities
● Primary source analysis



● WebQuest

Related Standards

Interdisciplinary connections and examples

● RH.9-10.1. Accurately cite strong and thorough textual evidence, to support analysis of primary and

secondary sources, attending to such features as the date and origin of the information.

● Example:  Students could be given a side in the Interventionist/Isolationist debate before WWII and

gather and cite primary source documents to argue the assigned position.

Integration of technology and examples

● 8.1.12.F.1 Evaluate the strengths and limitations of emerging technologies and their impact on

educational, career, personal and or social needs.

● Example:  Students could identify and define authentic problems and significant questions for

investigation.

Career ready practices and examples

● CRP8. Utilize critical thinking to make sense of problems and persevere in solving them.

● Example:  Students could gather information about Truman’s decision to use the atom bomb and weigh it

against those opposed to create a model of criteria to use or not use such a weapon.

Social Emotional Learning

● Social Awareness:  Demonstrate and awareness of the differences among individuals, groups and others’

cultural backgrounds



● Example:  Students can analyze primary source documents of victims of the Japanese Internment during

WWII. ***

Culturally Relevant & LGBTQ Learning and Enrichment

Culturally relevant connections and examples:

● Navajo Wind Talkers

● Rosie the Riveter

● Japanese Internment Camps***

LGBTQ connections and examples:

● Allen Turing

Enrichment opportunities:

● Research additional WW2 figures that connect

to career majors

US History II
Unit Title:  The Cold War Unit Number:  4

Desired Outcomes
Standards:

● 6.1.12.EconNE.12.a: Explain the implications and outcomes of the Space Race from the perspectives of the
scientific community, the government, and the people.

● 6.1.12.EconNE.12.a: Assess the impact of agricultural innovation on the world economy.
● 6.1.12.EconEM.12.a: Assess the role of the public and private sectors in promoting economic growth and

ensuring economic stability.
● 6.1.12.HistoryCC.12.a: Examine constitutional issues involving war powers, as they relate to United States

military intervention in the Korean War, the Vietnam War, and other conflicts.
● 6.1.12.HistoryCC.12.b: Analyze the impact of American governmental policies on independence movements in

Africa, Asia, Latin America and the Middle East.
● 6.1.12.HistoryCC.12.c: Analyze efforts to eliminate communism, such as McCarthyism, and their impact on

individual civil liberties.



● 6.1.12.HistoryCC.12.d: Explain how the development and proliferation of nuclear weapons affected
international relations.

● 6.1.12.HistoryCC.12.e: Analyze ideological differences and other factors that contributed to the Cold War and
to United States involvement in conflicts intended to contain communism, including the Korean War, the
Cuban Missile Crisis, and the Vietnam War.

● 6.1.12.HistorySE.12.a: Explain the reasons for the creation of the United Nations and evaluate the
effectiveness of United Nations' human rights policies and the commitment of the United States to them.

● 6.1.12.HistorySE.12.b: Use a variety of sources to explain how the Arab-Israeli conflict influenced American
foreign policy.
              

Established Goals:
● Analyze how gender, property ownership, religion, and legal status affected political rights.
● Evaluate the short- and long-term impact of the expanded role of government on economic policy, capitalism,

and society.
● Compare and contrast different perspectives about how the United States should respond to aggressive

policies and actions taken by other nations at this time.
● Evaluate the effectiveness of the checks and balances system in preventing one branch of national

government from usurping too much power during contemporary times.
● Evaluate the role of diplomacy in developing peaceful relations, alliances, and global agreements with other

nations.
● Evaluate the shift in economic resources from the production of domestic to military goods during World War

II in terms of opportunity costs and trade-offs, and analyze the impact of the post-war shift back to domestic
production.

● Relate new wartime inventions to scientific and technological advancements in the civilian world.
● Analyze how scientific advancements impacted the national and global economies and daily life.
● Relate the changing role of women in the labor force to changes in family structure.
● Determine the relationship between United States domestic and foreign policies.
● Evaluate the role of religion on cultural and social mores, public opinion, and political decisions.
● Compare the perspectives of other nations and the United States regarding United States foreign policy.
● Evaluate the short- and long-term impact of the expanded role of government on economic policy, capitalism,

and society.
● Evaluate the effectiveness of the Marshall Plan and regional alliances in there building of European nations in

the post World War II period.
● Explain why natural resources (i.e., fossil fuels, food, and water) continue to be a source of conflict, and

analyze how the United States and other nations have addressed issues concerning the distribution and
sustainability of natural resources.



● Relate new wartime inventions to scientific and technological advancements in the civilian world.
● Explain the implications and outcomes of the Space Race from the perspectives of the scientific community,

the government, and the people.
● Evaluate the economic, political, and social impact of new and emerging technologies on individuals and

nations.
● Analyze efforts to eliminate communism, such as McCarthyism, and their impact on individual civil liberties.
● Evaluate how the development of nuclear weapons by industrialized countries and developing counties

affected international relations.
● Determine the relationship between United States domestic and foreign policies.
● Compare the perspectives of other nations and the United States regarding United States foreign policy.
● Analyze impact of Vietnam War on Asian immigration to the United States.***

Enduring Understandings:

● Advancements in technology, investments in capital
goods, and human capital increase productivity,
economic growth, and standards of living.

● Global economic activities involve decisions based on
national interests, the exchange of different units of
exchange, decisions of public and private institutions,
and the ability to distribute goods and services
safely.

● Governments affect both public and private markets
through regulation, taxation, budget allocations,
subsidies, tariffs, price regulation, and policies that
increase or reduce production possibilities.

● Historical events and developments were shaped by
the unique circumstances of time and place as well
as broader historical contexts.

● Historical sources and evidence provide an
understanding of different points of view about
historical events.

Essential Questions:

● How did the Cold War begin?
● How did the US and USSR recruit countries to

their sides?
● How close did the world come to nuclear war?

Students will Know:
● The actions at the end of the war that caused the Soviet Union to go from ally to enemy.



● How the world became divided between East and West, communist totalitarianism and capitalist democratic
states.

Students will be able to:
● Categorize the wishes of the West and East as to the nature of Europe’s rebuild after WWII.
● Compare NATO to the Warsaw Pact nations during the Cold War.

Assessment Evidence
Performance Tasks:

● Unit Exam
● Quizz(es)
● Group assignment/Project
● Written responses
● Homework reading(s)
● DBQ on impact of Cold War on America

Other Evidence:

● Tests/Quizzes
● Written Activity
● Primary Source Analysis
● WebQuest

Learning Plan
Learning Activities:

● Primary Source analyses
● Cuban Missile Crisis simulation
● Dot Activity (McCarthyism Simulation)
● Political cartoon analysis with McCarthyism/Cold War at home documents
● Vietnam War Journal Project (Differing roles/multiple perspectives)
● Vietnam War Children’s Book (describing what happened in war in simple terms/analogies/allegory)
● Chart/graph/data analysis involving military spending, atomic weapons, NASA funding, etc.
● Analyze charts/graphs about immigration to the US from Vietnam and other Asian-American countries during

and after the Vietnam War.***



Special Education/ 504/ At Risk Students

Accommodations & Modifications:

● Extra time on assignments

● Graphic organizers

● Note taking assistance

● Provide study guides

ELL:

● Visual representations

● Preview vocabulary

● Sentence frames

Related Standards

Interdisciplinary connections and examples

● RH.9-10.1. Accurately cite strong and thorough textual evidence, to support analysis of primary and secondary

sources, attending to such features as the date and origin of the information.

● Example:  Students could be given a side in the Eastern/Western Bloc debate after WWII and gather and cite

primary source documents to argue the assigned position.

Integration of technology and examples

● 8.1.12.F.1 Evaluate the strengths and limitations of emerging technologies and their impact on educational,

career, personal and or social needs.

● Example:  Students could identify and define authentic problems and significant questions for investigation.

Career ready practices and examples

● CRP8. Utilize critical thinking to make sense of problems and persevere in solving them.

● Example:  Students could gather information about Truman’s decision to not use the atom bomb in Korea and

weigh it against those opposed to create a model of criteria to use or not use such a weapon.

Social Emotional Learning

● Social Awareness:  Demonstrate and awareness of the differences among individuals, groups and others’

cultural backgrounds

● Example:  Students can analyze primary source documents of those impacted by McCarthyism.



Culturally Relevant & LGBTQ Learning and Enrichment

Culturally relevant connections and examples:

● United States v. Alger Hiss

● Trials of Julius & Ethel Rosenberg

● Civil rights

● Women’s rights

LGBTQ connections and examples:

● “The Lavender Scare”

Enrichment opportunities:

● Allow Choice

● Independent Learning Activities

US History II
Unit Title: Civil Rights & Protest Unit Number: 5

Desired Outcomes
Standards:

● 6.1.12.CivicsPI.13.a: Craft an argument as to the effectiveness of the New Jersey Constitution of 1947, New
Jersey Supreme Court decisions (i.e., Hedgepeth and Williams v. Trenton Board of Education), and New Jersey’s
laws in eliminating segregation and discrimination.*

● 6.1.12.CivicsDP.13.a: Analyze the effectiveness of national legislation, policies, and Supreme Court decisions in
promoting civil liberties and equal opportunities (i.e., the Civil Rights Act, the Voting Rights Act, the Equal
Rights Amendment, Title VII, Title IX, Affirmative Action, Brown v. Board of Education, and Roe v. Wade). *

● 6.1.12.GeoPP.13.a: Make evidence-based inferences to determine the factors that led to migration from
American cities to suburbs in the 1950s and 1960s and describe how this movement impacted cities.

● 6.1.12.GeoPP.13.b: Use quantitative data and other sources to describe the extent to which changes in
national policy impacted immigration to New Jersey and the United States after 1965.

● 6.1.12.GeoHE.13.a: Construct an argument on the effectiveness of environmental movements, their influence
on public attitudes, and the efficacy of the government’s environmental protection agencies and laws.

● 6.1.12.EconNE.13.a: Relate American economic expansion after World War II to increased consumer demand.
● 6.1.12.EconEM.13.a: Explain how individuals and organizations used economic measures as weapons in the

struggle for civil and human rights (e.g., the Montgomery Bus Boycott, sit downs).*



● 6.1.12.EconNE.13.a: Evaluate the effectiveness of economic policies that sought to combat postWorld War II
inflation.

● 6.1.12.EconNE.13.b: Evaluate the effectiveness of social legislation that was enacted to end poverty in the
1960s and today by assessing the economic impact on the economy (e.g., inflation, recession, taxation, deficit
spending, employment, education).

● 6.1.12.HistoryCC.13.a: Compare and contrast the leadership and ideology of Martin Luther King, Jr., and
Malcolm X during the Civil Rights Movement, and evaluate their legacies.*

● 6.1.12.HistoryCC.13.b: Explore the reasons for the changing role of women in the labor force in post-WWII
America and determine its impact on society, politics, and the economy.

● 6.1.12.HistoryCC.13.c: Determine the impetus for the Civil Rights Movement and generate an evidence-based
argument that evaluates the federal actions taken to ensure civil rights for African Americans.*

● 6.1.12.HistoryCC.13.d: Analyze the successes and failures of women’s rights organizations, the American Indian
Movement, and La Raza in their pursuit of civil rights and equal opportunities.

● 6.1.12.HistoryUP.13.a: Determine the extent to which suburban living and television supported conformity and
stereotyping during this time period, while new music, art, and literature acted as catalysts for the
counterculture movement.

● 6.1.12.HistorySE.13.a: Use a variety of sources to explain the relationship between the changing role of women
in the labor force and changes in family structure.

Established Goals:

● Analyze the effectiveness of national legislation, policies, and Supreme Court decisions (i.e., the Civil Rights
Act, the Voting Rights Act, the Equal Rights Amendment, Title VII, Title IX, Affirmative Action, Brown v. Board of
Education, and Roe v. Wade) in promoting civil liberties and equal opportunities.*

● Determine the factors that led to migration from American cities to suburbs in the 1950s and 1960s, and
describe how this movement impacted cities.

● Evaluate the effectiveness of environmental movements and their influence on public attitudes and
environmental protection laws.

● Explain how individuals and organizations used economic measures (e.g., the Montgomery Bus Boycott, sit
downs, etc.) as weapons in the struggle for civil and human rights.*

● Evaluate the effectiveness of economic policies that sought to combat post-World War II inflation.
● Determine the effectiveness of social legislation that was enacted to end poverty in the 1960s and today.
● Relate American economic expansion after World War II to increased consumer demand.
● Determine the impetus for the Civil Rights Movement, and explain why national governmental actions were

needed to ensure civil rights for African Americans.*



● Compare and contrast the leadership and ideology of Martin Luther King, Jr., and Malcolm X during the Civil
Rights Movement, and evaluate their legacies*

● Analyze the successes and failures of women’s rights organizations, the American Indian Movement, and La
Raza in their pursuit of civil rights and equal opportunities.

● Determine the extent to which suburban living and television supported conformity and stereotyping during
this time period, while new music, art, and literature acted as catalysts for the counterculture movement.

● Explain why the Peace Corps was created and how its role has evolved over time.
● Relate the changing role of women in the labor force to changes in family structure.

Enduring Understandings:

● Civic and political institutions address social and
political problems at the local, state, tribal,
national, and/or international level.

● Social and political systems throughout time have
promoted and denied civic virtues and
democratic principles.

● Demographic shifts and migration patterns both
influence and are impacted by social, economic,
and political systems.

● Political and economic decisions throughout time
have influenced cultural and environmental
characteristics of various places and regions.

● Advancements in technology and investments in
capital goods and human capital increase
economic growth and standards of living.

● Since most choices involve a little more of one
thing and a little less of something else,
economic decision making includes weighing the
additional benefit of the action against the
additional cost.

● Governments and financial institutions influence
monetary and fiscal policies.

● Understanding the interrelated patterns of
change by examining multiple events allows for a

Essential Questions:

● What causes change?
● What rights do people deserve?
● What is “equal”?
● What are the best methods of achieving change?
● What makes a social movement a success or

failure?
● How did the Civil Rights Movement affect

America?*
● Is the Civil Rights Movement over?*



clearer understanding of the significance of
individuals and groups.

● Historical events and developments were shaped
by the unique circumstances of time and place as
well as broader historical contexts.

● Complex interacting factors influence people’s
perspective.

● Historical sources and evidence provide an
understanding of different points of view about
historical events.

Students will Know:

● The conditions that led to the beginning and continuation of the Civil Rights Movement
● The major leaders of the Extended Civil Rights Movement*
● The importance of the government legislation aimed at achieving racial and gender equality during this time

period
● The methods used by various Civil Rights leaders to achieve their goals of equality*
● The impact of Civil Rights Movements on the movements of the modern day*

Students will be able to:

● Identify some of the major causes of the Civil Rights Movement*
● Identify some of the major figures of the Civil Rights Movement*
● Analyze primary and secondary source documents related to experiences during the Civil Rights Movement*
● Evaluate the efficacy of violent and non-violent protests with regards to the Civil Rights Movement
● Trace the timeline of the Civil Rights Movement*
● Compare and contrast the leadership and ideology of Martin Luther King, Jr., and Malcolm X during the Civil

Rights Movement, and evaluate their legacies*
● Explain the need for a massive social movement to achieve racial and gender equality

Assessment Evidence
Performance Tasks:

● Unit Exam
● Quizz(es)

Other Evidence:

● Homework
● Graphic organizers



● Group assignment/Project
● Written responses
● Homework reading(s)
● Primary and secondary source analysis
● Document Based Question (How did the Civil

Rights Movement itself change in the 1960s?)*
● Essays (To what extent was the Civil Rights

Movement successful?)*

● Exit tickets
● Guided notes
● Quantitative data
● Video analysis sheets
● Informal participatory discussion

Learning Plan
Learning Activities:

● Civil Rights Movement gallery walk/museum creation*
● Analysis of MLK’s “I Have a Dream” speech and subsequent creation/performance, using those strategies *
● Primary Source Analysis: Letter from a Birmingham Jail, identifying ethos, logos, pathos*
● Compare and contrast the views of MLK Jr. and Malcom X through primary source documents
● Comparison charts of other protest movements/groups during this time, including women, environmental

movement, counterculture/hippie, Chicano, United Farm Workers Movement, Native American, Asian
American, LGBTQ (Stonewall), etc.***

● Current Social Movements Project
● Evaluation of protest movement strategies (violent, nonviolent, economic, legal)
● Protest Song Analysis

Accommodations



Special Education/ 504/ At Risk Students

Accommodations & Modifications:

● Time/General

● Extra time for assigned tasks

● Adjust length of assignment

● Timeline with due dates for reports and projects

● Communication system between home and school

● Provide lecture notes/outline

Processing

● Extra Response time

● Have students verbalize steps

● Repeat, clarify or reword directions

● Mini-breaks between tasks

● Provide a warning for transitions

● Reading partners

Comprehension

● Precise step-by-step directions

● Short manageable tasks

● Brief and concrete directions

● Provide immediate feedback

● Small group instruction

● Emphasize multi-sensory learning

Recall

● Teacher-made checklist

● Use visual graphic organizers

● Reference resources to promote independence

● Visual and verbal reminders

● Graphic organizers

Assistive Technology

● Computer/whiteboard

ELL:

● Provide content-specific vocabulary ahead of time

as frequently as possible

● Provide models for ELL’s

● Seat ELL’s next to a cooperative partner who they

can turn and talk to for clarifying and processing

information

● Provide extra time for large assignments

● Provide translated assignments

● Give ELL’s opportunity to make-up assignments to

deepen understanding



● Tape recorder

● Spell-checker

● Audio-taped books

Related Standards

Interdisciplinary connections and examples

● NJSLSA.R1. Read closely to determine what the text says explicitly and to make logical inferences and relevant

connections from it; cite specific textual evidence when writing or speaking to support conclusions drawn from

the text.

● NJSLSA.R8. Delineate and evaluate the argument and specific claims in a text, including the validity of the

reasoning as well as the relevance and sufficiency of the evidence

● RH.9-10.6. Compare the point of view of two or more authors in regards to how they treat the same or similar

topics, including which details they include and emphasize in their respective accounts.

Example: Students will read “A Call for Unity” and MLK’s “Letter from a Birmingham Jail” and will outline the

arguments of the two authors. The students will then compare and contrast what the authors believe should be

the goal of the Civil Rights Movement.*

Integration of technology and examples

● 8.1.5.A.1 Select and use the appropriate digital tools and resources to accomplish a variety of tasks including

solving problems.

● 8.1.12.F.1 Evaluate the strengths and limitations of emerging technologies and their impact on educational,

career, personal and or social needs.

Example: Using the internet for research and the Google Apps for Education, students will create a digital

annotated timeline of major events from the Extended Civil Rights Movement.*

Career ready practices and examples

● CRP4. Communicate clearly and effectively and with reason. Career-ready individuals communicate thoughts,

ideas, and action plans with clarity, whether using written, verbal, and/or visual methods. They communicate in

the workplace with clarity and purpose to make maximum use of their own and others’ time. They are excellent



writers; they master conventions, word choice, and organization, and use effective tone and presentation skills

to articulate ideas. They are skilled at interacting with others; they are active listeners and speak clearly and

with purpose. Career-ready individuals think about the audience for their communication and prepare

accordingly to ensure the desired outcome.

Example: Students will be able to debate the efficacy of violent and non-violent protest and provide their

opinion as to which they think would be the more effective of the two

Social Emotional Learning

● Recognize and identify the thoughts, feelings and perspectives of others

● Demonstrate and awareness of the differences among individuals, groups and others’ cultural

Example: Students will examine the Civil Rights Movement from a variety of perspectives from those different

than their own. Through archival footage, interviews, political cartoons, and secondary sources, students will

understand the competing thoughts and perspectives of the people participating in the Civil Rights Movement

and determine what the motivations for their actions are.*

Culturally Relevant & LGBTQ Learning and Enrichment

Culturally relevant connections and examples:

● American Indian Movement

● Cesar Chavez and Dolores Huerta

● Philip Vera Cruz

● Asian American Movement***

LGBTQ connections and examples:

● Resources from Stonewall

● Gay Liberation Movement

● Gay political victories of the 1970s (Harvey Milk,

Renee Richards)

Enrichment opportunities:

● Encourage Self-assessment

● Encourage student independent research

● Encourage Goal Setting

● Accommodate Pace



US History II
Unit Title: Modern America (1970s
through the 2000s)

Unit Number: 6

Desired Outcomes
Standards:

● 6.1.12.CivicsPI.14.a: Draw from multiple perspectives to evaluate the effectiveness and fairness of the
processes by which local, state, and national officials are elected.

● 6.1.12.CivicsPI.14.b: Use case studies and evidence to evaluate the effectiveness of the checks and balances
system in preventing one branch of national government from usurping too much power during contemporary
times.

● 6.1.12.CivicsPI.14.c: Analyze how the Supreme Court has interpreted the Constitution to define and expand
individual rights and use evidence to document the long-term impact of these decisions on the protection of
civil and human rights.

● 6.1.12.CivicsPI.14.d: Use primary sources representing multiple perspectives and data to determine the
effectiveness of the federal government in addressing health care, income equality, and immigration.

● 6.1.12.CivicsCM.14.b: Use a variety of evidence, including quantitative data, to evaluate the impact community
groups and state policies have had on increasing the youth vote.

● 6.1.12.CivicsPD.14.a: Draw from multiple perspectives and cite evidence to explain the conflicting ideologies
and actions of political parties regarding spending priorities, the role of government in the economy, and social
reforms.

● 6.1.12.CivicsDP.14.a: Draw from multiple perspectives and cite evidence to determine the extent to which
nongovernmental organizations, special interest groups, third party political groups, and the media affect
public policy.

● 6.1.12.GeoPP.14.a: Use data and other evidence to determine the impact of recent immigration and migration
patterns in New Jersey and the United States on demographic, social, economic, and political issues.

● 6.1.12.GeoPP.14.b: Use evidence to document how regionalization, urbanization, and suburbanization have led
to social and economic reform movements in New Jersey and the United States.

● 6.1.12.GeoPP.14.a: Use data and other evidence to determine the impact of recent immigration and migration
patterns in New Jersey and the United States on demographic, social, economic, and political issues.

● 6.1.12.GeoPP.14.b: Use evidence to document how regionalization, urbanization, and suburbanization have led
to social and economic reform movements in New Jersey and the United States.



● 6.1.12.GeoHE.14.a: Evaluate the impact of individual, business, and government decisions and actions on the
environment and climate change and assess the efficacy of government policies and agencies in New Jersey
and the United States in addressing these decisions.

● 6.1.12.EconNE.14.a: Use economic indicators to evaluate the effectiveness of state and national fiscal (i.e.,
government spending and taxation) and monetary (i.e., interest rates) policies.

● 6.1.12.GeoNE.14.a: Use financial and economic data to determine the causes of the financial collapse of 2008
and evaluate the effectiveness of the government’s attempts to alleviate the hardships brought on by the
Great Recession

● .1.12.EconET.14.a: Use current events to judge what extent the government should intervene at the local,
state, and national levels on issues related to the economy.

● 6.1.12.EconET.14.b: Analyze economic trends, income distribution, labor participation (i.e., employment, the
composition of the work force), and government and consumer debt and their impact on society.

● 6.1.12.HistoryCA.14.a: Analyze campaign speeches and debates and other sources to determine the extent to
which presidential candidates’ rhetoric was inclusive, expansive, stereotypical or biased.

● 6.1.12.HistoryCA.14.b: Create an evidence-based argument that assesses the effectiveness of actions taken to
address the causes of continuing racial tensions and violence.

● 6.1.12.HistoryCA.14.c: Determine the influence of multicultural beliefs, products (i.e., art, food, music, and
literature), and practices in shaping contemporary American culture.

● 6.1.12.HistoryCC.14.a: Develop an argument based on a variety of sources that compares George HW Bush’s
Iraqi policy with George W. Bush’s.

● 6.1.12.HistorySE.14.a: Explore the various ways women, racial and ethnic minorities, the LGBTQ community,
and individuals with disabilities have contributed to the American economy, politics and society.

● 6.1.12.HistorySE.14.b: Use a variety of sources from diverse perspective to analyze the social, economic and
political contributions of marginalized and underrepresented groups and/or individuals.

● 6.1.12.HistorySE.14.c: Analyze the use of eminent domain in New Jersey and the United States from the
perspective of local, state, and the federal government as it relates to the economy.

● 6.1.12.HistoryCC.14.b: Determine how the 9/11 attacks contributed to the debate over national security and
civil liberties.

● 6.1.12.HistoryCC.14.c: Make evidenced-based inferences about the role of partisan politics in presidential
impeachments and trials.

● 6.1.12.HistoryCC.14.d: Evaluate the decisions to wage war in Iraq and Afghanistan after the 9/11 attacks.
● 6.1.12.HistoryCC.14.e: Evaluate the role of religion on cultural and social mores, public opinion, and political

decisions.
● 6.1.12.CivicsPR.15.a: Analyze the factors that led to the fall of communism in Eastern European countries and

the Soviet Union and determine how the fall influenced the global power structure.



● 6.1.12.CivicsHR.15.a: Evaluate the role of diplomacy in international conflicts and policies relating to refugees
and asylum seekers.

● 6.1.12.EconNE.15.a: Assess economic priorities related to international and domestic needs, as reflected in the
national budget.

● 6.1.12.HistoryCC.15.a: Assess the impact of the arms race and the proliferation of nuclear weapons on world
power, security, and national foreign policy.

● 6.1.12.HistoryCC.15.b: Analyze the impact of United States support for the policies and actions of the United
Nations (i.e., Universal Declaration of Human Rights, United Nations Sustainability Goals) and other
international organizations.

● 6.1.12.HistoryCC.15.c: Evaluate the effectiveness of United States policies and actions in supporting the
economic and democratic growth of developing nations.

● 6.1.12.HistorySE.15.a: Explain how and why religious tensions, historic differences, and a western dependence
on oil in the Middle East have led to international conflicts and analyze the effectiveness of United States
policy and actions in bringing peaceful resolutions to the region.

● 6.1.12.HistorySE.15.b: Analyze the reasons for terrorism and the impact that terrorism has had on individuals
and government policies and assess the effectiveness of actions taken by the United States and other nations
to prevent terrorism.

● 6.1.12.HistorySE.15.c: Evaluate the role of diplomacy in developing peaceful relations, alliances, and global
agreements with other nations.

● 6.1.12.CivicsPD.16.a: Construct a claim to describe how media and technology has impacted civic participation
and deliberation.

● 6.1.12.CivicsPR.16.a: Analyze government efforts to address intellectual property rights, personal privacy, and
other ethical issues in science, medicine, and business that arise from the global use of new technologies.

● 6.1.12.GeoHE16.a: Explain why natural resources (i.e., fossil fuels, food, and water) continue to be a source of
conflict and analyze how the United States and other nations have addressed issues concerning the
distribution and sustainability of natural resources and climate change.

● 6.1.12.EconGE.16.a: Use quantitative data and other sources to assess the impact of international trade, global
business organizations, and overseas competition on the United States economy and workforce.

● 6.1.12.EconNE.16.a: Make evidenced-base inferences regarding the impact of technology on the global
workforce and on entrepreneurship.

● 6.1.12.EconNE.16.b: Evaluate the economic, political, and social impact of new and emerging technologies on
individuals and nations.

● 6.1.12.HistoryUP.16.a: Analyze the impact of American culture on other world cultures and determine the
impact of social media on the dissemination of American culture.

● 6.1.12.HistoryCC.16.a: Assess from various perspectives the effectiveness with which the United States
government addresses economic issues that affect individuals, business, and/or other countries.



● 6.1.12.HistoryCC.16.b: Determine past and present factors that led to the widening of the gap between the
rich and poor, and evaluate how this has affected individuals and society.

● CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RH.9-10.1 Cite specific textual evidence to support analysis of primary and secondary
sources, attending to such features as the date and origin of the information.

● CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RH.9-10.2 Determine the central ideas or information of a primary or secondary source;
provide an accurate summary of how key events or ideas develop over the course of the text.

● CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RH.9-10.6 Compare the point of view of two or more authors for how they treat the same
or similar topics, including which details they include and emphasize in their respective accounts.

● CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RH.9-10.10 By the end of grade 10, read and comprehend history/social studies texts in the
grades 9-10 text complexity band independently and proficiently.

Established Goals:

● Analyze U.S. foreign policy during this time period, such as Iranian Hostage crisis, Cold War, Arab-Israeli conflict
● Assess the impact of fiscal policies and foreign policy especially with the Middle East, on economy during this

time period
● Analyze the presidencies of Nixon, Ford and Carter, including the Watergate scandal and immigration policies
● Analyze the factors that led to the fall of communism in Eastern European countries and the Soviet Union, and

determine how the fall influenced the global power structure.
● Analyze the return to economic and conservatism during Reagan’s presidency, including supply-side economics
● Analyze the social, medical, technological,  and religious changes in America during this time period; including

AIDS, computers, and the Moral Majority
● Analyze the impact of new technology such as the Internet on communication and media
● Assess U.S. foreign policy during the George Bush and Bill Clinton presidencies, including the Persian Gulf War,

Bosnia, Somalia, Free Trade
● Assess U.S. domestic policy during the George Bush and Bill Clinton presidencies
● Analyze the effects of major social events such as the Rodney King trial, LA riots, OJ Simpson trial, and Don’t

Ask, Don’t Tell*
● Analyze the foreign policy impact of 9/11, including the War on Terror and military actions in Afghanistan and

Iraq
● Analyze the impact of 9/11 on domestic policies, including increased security measures, stereotyping, and

politics
● Analyze the impact of new technology, such as social networking, on communication and media
● Assess the major policies of the Bush and Obama administrations, such as the economic stimulus and bailout,

health care reform, education reform, same-sex marriage, immigration
● Analyze how current civil rights issues impact the media.



Enduring Understandings:

● Civic and political institutions address social and
political problems at the local, state, tribal,
national, and/or international level.

● Constitutions establish a system of government
that has powers, responsibilities, and limits that
can change over time.

● An understanding of the role of an individual as
a member of a state, the rights and
responsibilities of citizens, how civic values are
determined and practiced, and examples of
how civic identity and values in one place are
different in other places, is essential.

● Personal interests and perspectives impact the
application of civic virtues, democratic
principles, constitutional rights, and universal
human rights.

● Demographic shifts and migration patterns both
influence and are impacted by social, economic,
and political systems.

● Political and economic decisions throughout
time have influenced cultural and
environmental characteristics of various places
and regions.

● Governments and financial institutions
influence monetary and fiscal policies.

● Societies make decisions about how to produce
and distribute goods and services and these
decisions are influenced by the control of the
means of production.

● The specialization of labor leads to greater
efficiency in the means of production and the
circular flow of goods and services between
markets through a medium of exchange.

Essential Questions:

● What is the role of the U.S. in the world?
● What affects the economy?
● What caused Americans to suffer a crisis of

confidence in the 1970s?
● Why did the Soviet Union fall?
● What do contemporary Republicans and Democrats

believe?
● How is conservatism different from liberalism?
● What were some of the major characteristics of the

conservative Reagan revolution?
● What were the major social issues of the decade?
● How does technology affect communication?
● What causes social, economic and legal change?
● What is the role of government?
● How and why has warfare evolved?
● What is terrorism?
● How do you balance security and civil liberties?
● How does technology affect communication?
● What is the role of the media in policymaking and

public opinion?
● What causes social, economic and legal change?
● How do groups of different backgrounds view racial

equality?



● Evidence from multiple relevant historical
sources and interpretations can be used to
develop a reasoned argument about the past.

● Chronological sequencing serves as a tool for
analyzing past and present events.

● Historical sources and evidence provide an
understanding of different points of view about
historical events.

● Complex interacting factors influence people’s
perspective.

● Historical events and developments were
shaped by the unique circumstances of time
and place as well as broader historical contexts.

● Governments around the world support
universal human rights to varying degrees.

● Multiple economic indicators are used to
measure the health of an economy.

● Civic participation and deliberation are
essential characteristics of individuals who
support democracy and its principles.

● Historical, contemporary, and emerging
processes, rules, laws, and policies are modified
as societies change in an effort to promote the
common good and strive to protect human
rights.

● Long-term climate variability has influenced
human migration and settlement patterns,
resource use, and land uses at local-to-global
scales.

● Global economic activities involve decisions
based on national interests, the exchange of
different units of exchange, decisions of public
and private institutions, and the ability to
distribute goods and services without
interruption.



● Advancements in technology and investments
in capital goods and human capital increase
economic growth and standards of living.

● To better understand the historical perspective,
one must consider historical context.

Students will Know:

● Major domestic and foreign policies of Presidents from the 1970s through 2000s (Nixon through Obama)
● Main policies of the contemporary Democrat and Republican parties
● Key social and political issues of the time period (Gas Shortage, Moral Majority, Rise of Conservatism, Crack

epidemic/War on Drugs, Computers/Internet, Rodney King & LA Riots, OJ Simpson Trial, Don’t Ask Don’t Tell,
2000s bailouts/stimulus packages, same-sex marriage, Obamacare)*

● America’s involvement in foreign affairs of the time period (Iranian Hostage Crisis, End of the Cold War, Persian
Gulf War, Somalia, NAFTA, Pre-9/11 Al Qaeda Attacks, 9/11, War in Afghanistan, War in Iraq)

Students will be able to:

● Examine and analyze domestic and foreign policies of presidents from the 1970s through the 2000s
● Identify the main platforms of the contemporary Democrat and Republican parties
● Analyze how individuals and groups have fought and continue to fight for equality
● Evaluate the United States’ government's ability to balance civil liberties and national security
● Examine how new technology such as computers and internet have influenced our current world
● Cite specific textual evidence to support analysis of primary and secondary sources, attending to such features

as the date and origin of the information
● Determine the central ideas or information of a primary or secondary source; provide an accurate summary of

how key events or ideas develop over the course of the text.

Assessment Evidence
Performance Tasks:

● Primary and secondary source analysis

Other Evidence:

● Homework



● DBQs
● Essays
● Debate
● Political cartoon analysis
● Annotated timeline project
● Artifact curation project
● Popular song analysis
● Poem/song creation
● Pop Culture project

● Graphic organizers
● Guided notes
● Quantitative data
● Videos

Learning Plan
Learning Activities:

● Creation of textbook chapter on Bush/Obama from different perspectives (Republican, Democrat)
● Choose-your-own-adventure book for the presidencies of Ford and Carter
● 1970/80s Time Capsule Project
● 1990s escape room activity
● DBQ analysis on Reagan’s presidency from multiple perspectives
● Discussion involving first-hand accounts of Islamophobia in America following 9/11 (including those impacting

Arabs, South Asians, etc) and anti-Asian discrimination as a result of Covid-19***

Accommodations

Special Education/ 504/ At Risk Students Accommodations

& Modifications:

Time/General

● Extra time for assigned tasks

● Adjust length of assignment

● Timeline with due dates for reports and projects

● Communication system between home and school

● Provide lecture notes/outline

Processing

● Extra Response time

ELL:

● Provide content-specific vocabulary ahead of

time as frequently as possible

● Provide models for ELL’s

● Seat ELL’s next to a cooperative partner who

they can turn and talk to for clarifying and

processing information

● Provide extra time for large assignments



● Have students verbalize steps

● Repeat, clarify or reword directions

● Mini-breaks between tasks

● Provide a warning for transitions

● Reading partners

Comprehension

● Precise step-by-step directions

● Short manageable tasks

● Brief and concrete directions

● Provide immediate feedback

● Small group instruction

● Emphasize multi-sensory learning

Recall

● Teacher-made checklist

● Use visual graphic organizers

● Reference resources to promote independence

● Visual and verbal reminders

● Graphic organizers

Assistive Technology

● Computer/whiteboard

● Tape recorder

● Spell-checker

● Audio-taped books

Related Standards



Interdisciplinary connections and examples

● NJSLSA.R1. Read closely to determine what the text says explicitly and to make logical inferences and relevant

connections from it; cite specific textual evidence when writing or speaking to support conclusions drawn from

the text.

● NJSLSA.R8. Delineate and evaluate the argument and specific claims in a text, including the validity of the

reasoning as well as the relevance and sufficiency of the evidence

● RH.9-10.6. Compare the point of view of two or more authors in regards to how they treat the same or similar

topics, including which details they include and emphasize in their respective accounts.

Example: Standards will be met in an activity evaluating supply-side economics (Reaganomics) in the 1980s.

Students will be given a series of primary and secondary sources and use a graphic organizer to annotate the

sources and determine whether or not Reaganomics was good for the United States economy

Integration of technology and examples

● 8.1.5.A.1 Select and use the appropriate digital tools and resources to accomplish a variety of tasks including

solving problems.

Example: Using the internet for research and the Google Apps for Education, students will create a digital

annotated timeline of major events from the 1980s.

Career ready practices and examples

● CRP6. Demonstrate creativity and innovation. Career-ready individuals regularly think of ideas that solve

problems in new and different ways, and they contribute those ideas in a useful and productive manner to

improve their organization. They can consider unconventional ideas and suggestions as solutions to issues,

tasks or problems, and they discern which ideas and suggestions will add greatest value. They seek new

methods, practices, and ideas from a variety of sources and seek to apply those ideas to their own workplace.

They take action on their ideas and understand how to bring innovation to an organization

Example: Students will display creativity and innovation when they create an artifact for the 1970s Museum

Project.  Students will create an original artifact of their choice based on research of major events from the

1970s and then use the artifact to create a class-wide museum display.



Social Emotional Learning

● Recognize and identify the thoughts, feelings and perspectives of others

● Demonstrate and awareness of the differences among individuals, groups and others’ cultural

Example: While these could apply to almost every history class, specifically these two competencies will be

exhibited during our study of Rodney King’s interaction with police and subsequent rioting in Los Angeles in

1992.  Through archival footage, interviews, political cartoons, and secondary sources, students will

understand the different thoughts and perspectives of the people involved in the incidents and make relevant

connections to today.*

Culturally Relevant & LGBTQ Learning and Enrichment

Culturally relevant connections and examples:

● In this unit, many minority groups were continuing

to fight for rights that they received during the Civil

Rights and Protest Era.*

● Students will examine how African-Americans felt

through the experiences with the Los Angeles Riots

and how race was pivotal in public perception of

the O.J. Simpson Trial*

● Students will examine how Hispanic-American

immigration increased and eventually became the

second largest racial group in the United States.

LGBTQ connections and examples:

● Students will examine how the AIDS epidemic

disproportionately impacted the homosexual

community and led to prejudice through videos of

protests and then analyzing PSA posters from

various AIDs foundations

Enrichment opportunities:

● Provide students with opportunities to create

their own essential questions or lesson plans

based on current events

● Provide the opportunity for students to pursue

an inquiry-based project on any of the major

topics in this unit



● Students will learn about how gay Americans could

finally serve in the military with the Don’t Ask Don’t

Tell policy

US History II
Unit Title: Semester Project Unit Number: 7

Desired Outcomes
Standards:

● RH.9-10.1. Accurately cite strong and thorough textual evidence, to support analysis of primary and secondary
sources, attending to such features as the date and origin of the information

● RH.9-10.4. Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, including
vocabulary describing political, social, or economic aspects of history and the social sciences; analyze the
cumulative impact of specific word choices on meaning and tone.

● RH.9-10.2. Determine the theme, central ideas, key information and/or perspective(s) presented in a primary
or secondary source; provide an accurate summary that makes clear the relationships among the key details
and ideas.

● RH.9-10.1. Accurately cite strong and thorough textual evidence, to support analysis of primary and secondary
sources, attending to such features as the date and origin of the information.

● RH.9-10.7. Integrate quantitative or technical analysis (e.g., charts, research data) with
qualitative analysis in print or digital text, to analyze information presented via different mediums.

● WHST.9-10.5. Develop and strengthen writing as needed by planning, revising, editing,
rewriting, or trying a new approach, focusing on addressing what is most significant for a
specific purpose and audience

● WHST.9-10.7. Conduct short as well as more sustained research projects to answer a question (including a
self-generated question) or solve a problem; narrow or broaden the inquiry when appropriate; synthesize
multiple sources on the subject, demonstrating understanding of the subject under investigation.

● WHST.9-10.8. Gather relevant information from multiple authoritative print and digital sources, using
advanced searches effectively; assess the usefulness of each source in answering the research question;
integrate information into the text selectively to maintain the flow of ideas, avoiding plagiarism and following a
standard format for citation.



Established Goals:

● Cite strong and thorough textual evidence to support analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as
inferences drawn from the text, including determining where the text leaves matters uncertain.

● Integrate and evaluate multiple sources of information presented in different media or formats (e.g., visually,
quantitatively) as well as in words in order to address a question or solve a problem.

● Analyze a complex set of ideas or sequence of events and explain how specific individuals, ideas, or events
interact and develop over the course of the text

● Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, including figurative, connotative, and
technical meanings; analyze how an author uses and refines the meaning of a key term or terms over the
course of a text.

● Evaluate information from course and successfully complete final exam

Enduring Understandings:

● Students will understand how to write a thesis
statement

● Students will understand how to find and critically
evaluate sources

● Students will understand how to properly cite a
variety of sources

● Students will understand how to synthesize
information and create a finished research paper
using their research

Essential Questions:

● What is a thesis statement?
● How do you identify credible sources when

performing research?
● How primary & secondary sources are

effectively used to support a thesis statement?
● Are you prepared for your final exam?

Students will Know:

● The steps in completing a research project
● How to write an effective thesis statement
● How to use the internet to research a topic
● How to use critical thinking skills to evaluate sources for credibility and reliability
● How to utilize research to complete a research paper



Students will be able to:

● Write an effective thesis
● Support their thesis with research
● Create a finished product based on their research

Assessment Evidence
Performance Tasks:

● Final Research Project
● Final Research Paper
● Final Research Presentation
● FInal Exam

Other Evidence:

● Thesis Worksheet
● Annotated Bibliography
● Final Study GUide

Learning Plan
Learning Activities:

● Choosing a research topic
● Conference with teacher
● Thesis worksheet
● How-to videos
● Internet research
● Word processing
● Bibliography creation
● Study Guide
● Exam

Accommodations



Special Education/ 504/ At Risk Students

Accommodations & Modifications:

● Extra time for assigned tasks

● Adjust length of assignment

● Timeline with due dates for reports and projects

● Repeat, clarify or reword directions

● Mini-breaks between tasks

● Use visual graphic organizers

● Reference resources to promote independence

● Visual and verbal reminders

● Graphic organizers

● Spell-checker

ELL:

Related Standards

Interdisciplinary connections and examples

● WHST.9-10.7. Conduct short as well as more sustained research projects to answer a question (including a

self-generated question) or solve a problem; narrow or broaden the inquiry when appropriate; synthesize

multiple sources on the subject, demonstrating understanding of the subject under investigation

Example: Students will be conducting research based on their topic/inquiry and use multiple sources of

information to do so in order to create a finished product.

Integration of technology and examples

●

Career ready practices and examples

● CRP7. Employ valid and reliable research strategies. Career-ready individuals are discerning in accepting and

using new information to make decisions, change practices or inform strategies. They use reliable research



process to search for new information. They evaluate the validity of sources when considering the use and

adoption of external information or practices in their workplace situation.

Example: Students will be using research through traditional internet searches as well as scholarly search

engines (such as EBSCOHost and other resources through our media center) to complete their project.

Social Emotional Learning

● 8.1.12.A.2 Produce and edit a multi-page digital document for a commercial or professional audience and

present it to peers and/or professionals in that related area for review.

Example: Students will create their presentation/paper based on research and will present to their peers in

class or the the instructor.

Culturally Relevant & LGBTQ Learning and Enrichment

Culturally relevant connections and examples:

● Due to topic choice, students can pursue any

topic in the curriculum or current event that they

wish.

LGBTQ connections and examples:

● Due to topic choice, students can pursue any topic

in the curriculum or current event that they wish.

Enrichment opportunities:

● Students will have the opportunity to create a true

inquiry-based project and complete further

research that addresses a current problem or

provides context to current events and potentially

provide solutions.



Appendix A:  Culturally Relevant Pedagogy Examples



Appendix B:  ELL



WIDA Levels:










